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It's About Time:
An Enacted View of Time in Organizations
Abstract
In this paper we draw on structurational and rhetorical literature to propose an
enacted perspective on time in organizations. In particular, we suggest that in
their everyday action, actors constitute a variety of temporal structures which
in turn shape the temporal rhythm and form of their ongoing practices. After
developing this enacted temporal perspective, we show how it contributes to
existing research on time in organizations, and demonstrate its usefulness in
organizational research with some empirical examples. We conclude by
outlining some implications of an enacted perspective for organizational
research on time.
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Management in organizations has long had an obsession with time, strikingly embodied,
for example, by Frederick Taylor's time and motion studies at the turn of the century. Faster has
long been a corollary to cheaper, especially in industries specializing in mass production or high
volume service. During the last two decades, expanding global competition, exponential increases
in the speed of computers and telecommunications, and raised expectations for the availability and
immediacy of products and services have played into a resurgence of interest in time and timing.
Just-in-time manufacturing and reduced time-to-market product development cycles in industries
from automobiles to pharmaceuticals have focused practitioners on changing time frames for a
range of routine practices. On another level, practitioner interest has also focused on the role of
time in non-routine practices, from the crisis mentality driving restructuring and merger initiatives,
through the unprecedented opportunities (and risks) represented by the microsecond world of
electronic commerce, to the impending new millennium where the Y2K (year 2000) problem
threatens the computing infrastructures that have come to underlie not just business, but many
aspects of everyday life.
Reflecting in part this resurgence in managerial interest, time has recently emerged as a
focus of attention in organizational studies (Albert, 1995; Ancona and Chong, 1996; Bluedorn and
Denhardt, 1988; Butler, 1995; Gersick, 1988, 1989; Whipp, 1988, 1994). In addition, alternative
views of time from social theory, industrial sociology, psychology, and rhetoric are having an
influence on the organizational literature (e.g., Bazerman, 1994; Clark, 1985, 1990; Dubinskas,
1988a; Elchardus, 1988; Hassard, 1989; Holmer-Nadesan, 1997; McGrath, 1990; Miller, 1992;
Smith, 1986; Starkey, 1989).
In this paper, we contribute to this growing organizational research interest in time by
developing a temporal perspective which focuses on the practices through which organizational
actors make sense of and experience time in their everyday activities. Drawing on notions of
structuration (Giddens, 1984) and enactment (Weick, 1979), we suggest that time is materialized in
organizational life through the temporal structures that actors enact in their ongoing practices.
Temporal structures, such as weekly meeting schedules, university calendars, and seasonal sports
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timetables, are institutionalized templates for action within a community, giving rhythm and form to
members' social practices. In these ongoing practices, community members produce, reproduce,
and sometimes change the various temporal structures recognized within their community. In turn,
such usage establishes and reinforces the temporal structures as legitimate and useful organizing
structures for the community. We label this approach to understanding time in organizations an
enacted temporal perspective, because it focuses on "time in use," on what people do temporally in
practice, and the consequences of such temporal doings for their organizational lives.
In the following section we develop the enacted perspective on time in organizations. We
then relate it to existing conceptual perspectives on time in the social science and rhetorical
literatures, as well as to the recent empirical work in organizational studies, highlighting where the
enacted perspective adds new insights and how it addresses some long-standing issues. Next, we
present some examples from our prior empirical studies to illustrate the explanatory power of the
enacted temporal perspective. We show how such a perspective can be used to explain the
establishment, use, and change of different temporal structures in practice, and how it highlights
the organizational consequences of such enactment. We conclude by discussing the implications of
the enacted temporal perspective for organizational research.
An Enacted Perspective on Time in Organizations
Grounded in a structurational (Giddens, 1984) and enacted (Weick, 1979) view of social
life, an enacted temporal perspective suggests that people's orientations to and experiences of time
are always and everywhere mediated, explicitly and implicitly, through their ongoing social
practices. As Sahay (1997, p.240) notes, although without developing the notion, such a
perspective helps us view time as both constituted by and constituting social practices. In focusing
on practices, we see the influence of time in the temporal structures routinely enacted by people as
part of their everyday action.
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Temporal Structures in Practice
In use, temporal structures help actors make sense of, regulate, and account for their daily
lives. For example, software release timetables, flight schedules, university calendars, holiday
seasons, and career milestones in an up-or-out promotion system enable meaningful and
coordinated action in the world. However, temporal structures do not just enable action; they also,
and at same time, constrain action. For example, by following these timetables, schedules, and
calendars we restrict our activity to certain times or days, and by viewing our careers in terms of
particular milestones we reinforce a certain evaluation of our activities that precludes other
interpretations. Like social structures in general (Giddens, 1984), temporal structures always both
constrain and enable at the same time; nevertheless, different temporal structures will enable and
constrain different action. For example, a quarter-length (rather than semester-length) structure for
university courses enables a faster-paced treatment of material, while constraining in-depth
treatment at a slower pace.
In their actions, individuals may draw on more than one temporal structure. For example, the
practices of many sales forces are strongly tied to the quarterly financial cycle as well as the seasonal
buying patterns of their customers, while people often structure meetings by reference to both
calendar time for routine activities (e.g., weekly meetings) and events for exceptions (e.g., activities
related to a technology breakdown). People also enact different temporal structures because of their
membership in multiple communities. For example, members of the Baha'i and Jewish communities
each enact two calendrical structures -- one religious and one secular. By enacting multiple and often
interdependent temporal structures, actors may experience alternative, interacting, or contradictory
expectations about how to structure their activities in time. For example, in many countries, the
Baha'i gatherings that occur every ten days according to the religious calendar take place at different
times of the day depending on whether they fall on a weekday or weekend by the secular calendar,
reflecting interaction between the two calendars. In a more widespread phenomenon, many workers
in the industrialized world report significant stress associated with trying to balance the different
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temporal expectations arising from often-incompatible corporate and family temporal structures
(Bailyn, 1993; Perlow, 1997; Kunda, 1998).
When taking action in the world, actors commonly and routinely draw on the temporal
structures that they have previously enacted to structure their practices, for example, using clock-
time to pace work activities, and the seasons to inform vacation activities. Because the temporal
structures routinely drawn on tend to become taken for granted in everyday life, they often appear
external, invariant, and independent, thus creating the impression that time exists externally.
However, this objectivity is constituted by the actors who act as if the temporal structures they use
are detached from social action. Because the appearance of objectivity is constituted through human
action, it can be undermined as well as reproduced. The appearance of temporal objectivity arises
when certain temporal structures become so closely associated with particular social practices (e.g.,
teaching occurs in semester-long "temporal containers") that actors have little awareness of them as
socially constituted and don't realize that they could change their practices (and their temporal
experiences) by enacting different temporal structures. As Barley (1988, p. 125) notes:
One of the most potent techniques we humans have for turning culturally arbitrary behavior
into social fact consists of our tendency to treat even self-imposed temporal boundaries as
inviolable external constraints.
This tendency to objectify provides the strong evidence noted by researchers that human
activities become entrained to or paced by particular cycles or mechanisms (Ancona and Chong,
1996; Gersick, 1994). Strongly entrained temporal structures often appear external, objective, and
independent because they have become particularly well institutionalized in organizational
practices. For example, the fiscal year or the quarterly sales cycle are well-known and strongly
adhered to rhythms of corporate life. Similarly, in the industrialized world, the summer season is
typically associated with vacation activities, and work rhythms reflect this temporal structure. This
latter example creates some temporal discontinuities, however, because in the Northern
Hemisphere summer occurs between June and August, and in the Southern Hemisphere between
December and February. For many global firms, such misalignment of seasons frequently creates
coordination problems. But while agreeing on a calendar-based global period for vacation activities
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may make economic sense, the long-standing and habitual structuring of vacation activities to a
certain seasonal temporal structure is particularly difficult to change.
In our everyday human action, thus, we tend to reify temporal structures and continue to
reproduce them unproblematically in our lives. Few of us reflect on, let alone attempt to change,
the ostensible objectivity of clock-based rhythms, the seeming inevitability of calendrical
schedules, or the apparent inviolability of institutional timetables. Yet, clocks, calendars,
timetables, and schedules are social conventions (Zerubavel, 1981), and exist as temporal
structures only through our ongoing complicity (whether tacit or explicit) in their use. Their
apparent objectivity and autonomy are not inherent properties, but are constituted in our ongoing
practices, and as such may always be changed.
Change in Temporal Structures
As ongoing human accomplishments, temporal structures -- like other types of social
structure -- are always only "stabilized-for-now" (Schryer, 1993). As a result, actors can and do
modify their community's temporal structures over time and around specific events. Zerubavel
(1981), for example, describes a number of groups that instituted calendrical changes, whether for
religious reasons (when the early Christians created their own calendar in order to dissociate
themselves from the Jewish community from which they emerged), or political purposes (when
the architects of the French and Russian revolutions sought to symbolize the transformation of
their societies through adoption of new calendars -- a decimal one with 10-day weeks and 30-day
months in the case of the French, and the Gregorian one in the case of the Bolsheviks).
Deliberate change in temporal structures is also strikingly evident in those communities or
sects who predict the "end time" or apocalypse at particular times such as in the years 1000 or
1964, or on the day January 1, 2000. When the appointed date passes without the anticipated
catastrophe, typically members of such a group, rather than abandoning their prophecy, tend to
modify it. As Kermode (1967, p. 17) observes, "disconfirmation [of the prophecy] was quickly
followed by the invention of new end-fictions and new calculations." A more recent illustration of
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temporal modification is represented by the activities of the Sensormatic corporation, as Valdmanis
(1998, p.1) reports:
In the old days, time literally stood still at Sensormatic Electronics. On the last day of
each quarter, the time clocks that stamped product shipment dates at the Boca Raton, Fla.-
based firm would grind to a halt 15 minutes before noon. But Sensormatic, the world's
largest electronic-security systems maker, kept making shipments until the company met
quarterly earnings targets. Then the clocks began ticking again.
Of course, modifications to temporal structures are not solely associated with revolutionary,
apocalyptic, or fraudulent activity. Often such modifications are associated with innovations
intended to improve industry or organizational effectiveness. For example, Bluedorn and Denhardt
(1988, p.3 14) describe the case of the Missouri tourism industry, which successfully lobbied the
state legislature to alter the date on which public schools began classes so as to bring the vacation
period of Missouri school children (and their families) into closer alignment with the industry's
definition of the "summer vacation season." Similarly, numerous corporations have implemented
significant temporal changes by adopting just-in-time (JIT) inventory systems, shifting the temporal
structure enacted by both suppliers and buyers from one based on suppliers' production and
delivery schedules to one driven by buyers' demand cycles.
These examples highlight the inherent malleability even of well-established temporal
structures. Highly institutionalized temporal structures, while always potentially changeable, are
usually changed only as the result of deliberate and considerable effort, investment, and
groundwork. For example, the change in Missouri's school schedule was accomplished through a
carefully orchestrated, well-funded, and highly planned initiative, while changes in the temporal
structure governing companies' supply chains require significant design, coordination, and
implementation. Changes in temporal structures, however, need not always be dramatic or
choreographed, particularly those structures that are less institutionalized within a community. Many
temporal changes are also accomplished as a regular part of everyday practices -- as "the practical and
intentional reconstruction of orderliness" (Dubinskas, 1988a, p. 14), or what Bourdieu (1977, p.6)
refers to as the "strategic manipulation of time," which he argues is central to agents' maintenance of
a particular social order. For example, some companies routinely switch between different temporal
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structures for accounting purposes, as in the case of Mt. Polaris, a mountain resort studied by Guild
(1998), which openly keeps two sets of accounts: one to manage its different seasonal businesses
(skiing in winter and golfing in summer); and one to provide annual financial reports to its parent
company which operates on a regular fiscal year. In another example, we found that as the members
of a TQM team shifted their attention from the initial task of developing a quality improvement
program to that of rolling out the program, they simultaneously adjusted their meeting schedule
(from weekly to bi-weekly) without fanfare to accommodate the different task demands of a TQM
implementation ([cite suppressed]). Changes to temporal structures may also occur through the
lapses, workarounds, and adaptations that characterize day-to-day activity. For example, deadlines in
the journal review process are often missed and renegotiated as participants adjust to various
contingencies and delays. Similarly, workers often slip into working late or over weekends to meet
some pending due date, accommodate greater task demands, or make up for time lost during the
conventional hours of work.
Because actors typically enact multiple temporal structures from the various communities of
which they are members, they experience a variety of different temporal rhythms. In such action,
they may see that temporal orders can be different, increasing the likelihood that they will enact
altered or alternative temporal structures. Thus, changes to the temporal structures used by a
community may be introduced deliberately or inadvertently, and they may be accomplished with
substantial planning and preparation or they may emerge more subtly and quietly from the everyday
slippages and accommodations of ongoing action. However, in every case, the changes to a temporal
structure must be accepted and adopted by other members of the community in order for the changed
temporal structure to be legitimated and sustained.
We believe that the enacted view of time outlined here provides a powerful approach to
studying temporal influence in organizations. It suggests that studying time in organizations requires
studying time in use, that is, examining what organizational members actually do in their everyday
practices, and how in such doing they ongoingly shape the temporal structures that shape them.
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The Enacted Temporal Perspective and Literature on Time
We have noted the resurgence of interest in time in the organizational and rhetorical
literatures. In this section we relate our enacted temporal perspective to these literatures, indicating
where it adds new insights and how it addresses some long-standing issues about the nature,
meaning, and dimensionality of time (Jaques, 1982; Kern, 1983; Blyton et al. 1989; Adam, 1994).
In particular, the enacted perspective proposes that time is defined by its use in social practices, and
hence that it has no social role outside of such use. This view casts a new light on the debates and
dichotomies evident in the various treatments of time in the literature, both conceptual and
empirical.
Conceptual Views of Time
A fundamental dichotomy that views time as either objective or subjective characterizes the
social science literature on time. According to the first, objective view, time is "independent of man"
(Clark, 1990, p. 142), and is aligned with a Newtonian assumption of time as abstract, absolute,
unitary, invariant, linear, mechanical, and quantitative. In this conceptualization of time, the clock
has emerged as the primary metaphor, and it has been associated with an emphasis on time
commodification and "machine time" in industrial organizations (Adam, 1994; Hassard, 1989;
Zerubavel, 1981). The second, alternative view conceptualizes time as subjective, a product of the
activities, beliefs, and customs of individuals and groups. Such a view reflects an Einsteinian,
relativistic conception of time where time is "defined by organizational members" (Clark, 1985,
p.36) and is assumed to be neither fixed nor invariant. Time here is seen as relative, situated,
organic, and socially constructed, rather than absolute, universal, mechanistic, and abstract.
The enacted temporal perspective reconciles these two views by seeing time as a duality.'
The temporal structures that people enact shape and are shaped by their everyday action. This
duality suggests that time is experienced both objectively (when we use it to coordinate our action),
We follow Giddens' definition of duality (as opposed to dualism), in seeing structures as "both medium and outcome of the
practices they recursively organize" (1984, p. 25).
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and subjectively (when we create or change temporal parameters through our action). Notions of
time as objective or subjective are here seen to be constituted properties, created through our
ongoing enactment of temporal structures during which we oscillate (often without awareness)
between treating time as given -- reproducing existing temporal structures and thereby further
reinforcing them -- and treating time as malleable -- changing existing temporal structures or
establishing new and different ones.
Other distinctions around time are also evident in the social science literature. Zerubavel
(1981) notes a distinction between universal and particular time, and describes how temporal
frameworks, such as calendars, have moved from being particularistic and local (often associated
with religious communities) to being universal and global (associated with the spread of trade,
industrialization, and capitalism). Along with this shift, we see increasing human efforts to
standardize temporal frameworks, as inscribed in international time zones and standard calendars.
As Zerubavel writes (1981, p. 100):
Today, almost four hundred years after its inception, the Gregorian calendar is almost
generally accepted throughout the world. It is the first calendar ever to have attained
almost universal recognition and validity as the standard framework to be used for all
time-reckoning and dating purposes.
Viewed through the enacted temporal perspective, we can see the distinction between universal and
particular as a false dichotomy. Individuals enact both particular and universal temporal structures
simultaneously. Indeed, enactment is an inherently situated activity so that even when a universal
temporal structure is being enacted, it has to be particularized to some extent. For example, the new
millennium will be enacted as a universal event only through the particular activities with which
people the world over usher in January 1, 2000.
This apparent movement towards a universal conception of time no doubt played a role in
what Clark (1990) has argued is the conventional understanding of time in the social sciences as
unitary and homogenized, that is, subscribing to a single frame of reference, usually "associated
with the calendar and the clock" (p.39). In contrast, Clark suggests that in social life, people are
influenced by a plurality and heterogeneity of times, not all of which are measurable through a
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single framework. Adam (1994, p.508) similarly writes of the multiple different meanings of time
that people constantly experience:
We speak of clock time and winter time, of opening times and bad times, of the right time
for action and the timing of an interaction. We refer to the time of things and processes, to a
time that flies and a time that takes its toll. We move freely between all these senses of
time and know them intimately without giving much thought to their differences. Yet it is
quite clear that they entail diverse qualities and the attribution of different meanings to
the common term. Time for us is not exhausted by the clock-time measure.
The enacted perspective would lead us to agree with Clark's (1990) argument for recognizing the
plurality of times, but understood in terms of the multiple temporal structures that people enact in their
everyday practices, as exemplified by the Baha'i and Jewish religious communities, members of
which enact two different calendars as they engage in their ongoing religious and secular activities.
Turning to the rhetorical literature, we see that the temporal dichotomy occupying rhetoricians
since classical times focused on the two different Greek terms for time -- chronos and kairos
(Kermode, 1967; Kinneavy, 1986; Smith, 1986; Miller 1992; Bazerman, 1994). Chronos is used to
specify the timing or duration of some event or action; it is "the chronological, serial time of
succession ... time measured by the chronometer not by purpose" (Jaques, 1982, pp. 14-15).
Kairos, named after the Greek God of Opportunity and the youngest son of Zeus, refers to "the
human and living time of intentions and goals ... the time not of measurement but of human activity,
of opportunity" (Jaques, 1982, pp. 14-15). Classical rhetoric, then, recognized a distinction between
time as chronology and time as opportunity, a dichotomy which the enacted perspective would see as
a duality - that is, people have the opportunity to enact chronological (as well as other) temporal
structures, even as their actions are shaped by those temporal structures.
In recent rhetorical literature, chronos has receded into the background and kairos, or "time
as opportunity," has been problematized (Bazerman, 1994; Kinneavy and Eskin, 1994; Miller,
1992). In particular, contemporary rhetoricians have debated whether opportunity is encountered by
the rhetorical actors (or "rhetors") or constructed by them. In the first view, "the situation exists
independent of the rhetor; thus a kairos presents itself at a distinct point in time, manifesting its own
requirements and making demands on the rhetor" (1992, p.3 12). The alternative, socially
constructed view suggests "that situations are created by rhetors; thus, by implication, any moment
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in time has a kairos, a unique potential that a rhetor can grasp and make something of' (p.3 12). In
this version, kairos is not an event or opportunity defined independently of the actor; rather, kairos is
shaped through the rhetor's action. This debate, as recently framed, resembles the subjective-
objective dichotomy characterizing the social science views of time. Miller (1992) attempts to
integrate the two opposing interpretations of kairos, recognizing the dynamic interplay between the
given temporal characteristics of a situation and the actions of humans in turning those characteristics
into rhetorical resources.
While Miller's approach makes progress towards overcoming the dichotomy by recognizing
the interplay between the two aspects of time, it still recognizes them as distinct. Bazerman (1994)
goes a step further, noting that although the "deeply ingrained, highly habituated and patterned
reproduction of the moments of society" may look objectively defined, each particular moment is
socially constructed; the appearance of temporal objectivity is produced through human action, and
thus can be undermined as well as reproduced (1994, p. 186). The given temporal characteristics of
a situation referred to by Miller are, in Bazerman's rhetorical perspective, not objectively given but
institutionalized through human action. Bazerman's stance is similar to ours in focusing not on
particular temporal characteristics, but on human action in producing them. In our terms,
apparently objective (or given), and apparently subjective (or constructed), temporal characteristics
are all enacted temporal structures, which shape current action and which may be reinforced, altered
or abandoned through that action.
Our enacted perspective thus allows us to see the similarities between the subjective-objective
dichotomy in the social sciences and the opposition between kairos as encountered and kairos as
constructed in the rhetorical literature. It builds on Bazerman's recent insights into the nature of
temporal reproduction by positing the notion of enacted temporal structures to overcome this
dichotomy. It also helps us to understand the plurality of times based on actors' enactment of
multiple temporal structures (both universal and particular).
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Empirical Views of Time
Empirical studies of the use of time in organizations have also generated important insights
about how people structure their activities according to certain temporal expectations (Clark, 1985,
1990; Dubinskas, 1988b; McGrath, 1990; Gersick, 1988, 1989, 1994; Tyre and Orlikowski, 1994;
Albert, 1995; Ancona and Chong, 1996). The distinction between objective and subjective is present
in this literature, as well, although less explicitly. More evident in this literature, as we shall see, is
the treatment of time in terms of specific dimensions made salient by the particular research focus.
In a series of ground-breaking studies, Gersick (1988, 1989, 1994) identifies two types of
temporal mechanisms that influence the pacing of group activities -- temporal (essentially clock-
based) and event-based. The first, clock-based mechanism was identified in both controlled and field
settings, where Gersick (1988, 1989) found that groups with predefined deadlines followed a
punctuated pattern of action, with the midpoint serving as an important trigger of change in
members' actions. In a later study of a new strategic venture, Gersick (1994) identified another
mechanism for pacing group activities, which she labeled event-based. Here, group members were
seen to shift their action not just at clock-based milestones such as midpoints and year-ends, but also
with the occurrence of specific events such as industry meetings and acquisitions. In recognizing the
co-existence of event- and clock-based times, Gersick avoids formulating a false dichotomy,
implicitly recognizing that time is plural. While she avoids dichotomizing clock and event times,
however, she still treats them as distinct types and does not examine their interaction.2
While reinforcing the importance of event-based time in addition to clock-based time,
Clark's empirical work draws attention to another pair of temporal concepts: cyclic time and linear
time. Drawing on empirical studies of industries such as can making, sugar beet processing, and
hosiery manufacturing, Clark (1985) finds evidence of cyclic variation in the production of goods
and services, occasioned by events such as crop ripening, changes in market demand, and shifts
from factory operation to shut-down. This emphasis on the cyclic temporality of organizational life
2 A dramatic historical example of the interaction of clock and event times occurred when the Gregorian calendar was
adopted in 1582. To align the calendar with the sun again, Pope Gregory XIII decreed that the day after October 4, 1582
would be October 15.
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is also evident in the work on entrainment, developed in the natural sciences and gaining currency
in organization studies. Defined as "the adjustment of the pace or cycle of one activity to match or
synchronize with that of another" (Ancona and Chong, 1996, p.2 5 1), entrainment has been used to
account for a variety of organizational phenomena displaying coordinated or synchronized temporal
cycles (Ancona and Chong, 1996; Clark, 1990; Gersick, 1994; McGrath, 1990). In general, the
entrainment lens has focused on a cyclic, rather than linear, view of time, and recognizes both
clock-based and event-based cycles (for example, quarterly or annual budgeting periods and
seasonal sports activities).
Dubinskas (1988b) in his ethnographic study of genetic engineering firms shows how
different subcultures within such firms hold divergent views of time along a different dimension -
that of temporal orientation. He found that scientists adopted an open-ended temporal orientation
appropriate to their image of scientific work as "drawn continually forward by the questions posed
to it by nature, ... [so that] there is no fixed end in view" (p.196). In contrast, managers adopted a
short-term, closed temporal orientation which focused on "the immediate present and the proximate
future," in line with their sensitivities to the market (p. 195). His work highlights how differing
temporal orientations may lead to conflicts in interaction between groups
Barley (1988) also uses temporal patterns to account for differences between groups, in this
case drawing on Zerubavel' s (1981) notion of temporal symmetry. Temporal symmetry describes the
situation where people all subscribe to a single temporal pattern (e.g., the monks of a Benedictine
monastery, or inmates of a prison). Zerubavel (1981, p. 68) argues that symmetry has declined in the
modern, individualistic world; thus schedules and calendars have become increasingly important
methods of achieving some symmetry in a predominantly asymmetrical world. Barley found that the
use of new scanning technology in a hospital increased the temporal symmetry between radiologists
and technologists, two groups of employees whose worklives had had very little temporal alignment
before the arrival of the new technology. However, as the scanning technology required radiologists
and technicians to collaborate during the scan of a patient, their activities had become more closely
synchronized, and their worklives more temporally symmetrical.
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These organizational studies offer important insights into the use of time in organizations.
Taken together, they can also be seen to represent time in terms of one or more of the following
oppositions or pairings: clock-based and event-based, linear and cyclic, open-ended and closed,
symmetrical and asymmetrical. Although the researchers using these notions have not all framed
them as either/or dichotomies, an enacted perspective provides a consistent approach to reconciling
these pairings by seeing them as dualities, as both/and distinctions. Thus, the oppositions made in
the literature are not seen to be inherent in the "nature" of time, but are seen to be enacted properties
representing the particular temporal structures being enacted by a particular group or community at
a particular moment in time. An enacted perspective allows us to see time as grounded in social
practices, and hence its characteristics as emergent, varying, and overlapping within community
and history. Thus, as we illustrate below, an understanding of time in organizations must begin by
examining what organizational members actually do in practice, and how their temporal practices
are reinforced and changed over time.
Illustrating the Enacted Temporal Perspective
In this section we use examples from two previous empirical studies of project groups
communicating over time - a collaborative computer language development project and a Japanese
R&D product development team - to illustrate the use of an enacted temporal perspective. In both
cases, our original analysis focused on adoption and use of electronic media during the project;
nevertheless, these studies also provide examples of the various temporal structures enacted during
each of the projects and how such practices changed over time and blurred conventional temporal
oppositions.
Common LISP (CL) Group
Our first example is drawn from a prior study of the early 1980s electronic communication
of geographically dispersed Artificial Intelligence (AI) language designers from several different
organizations who were pressured by the Department of Defense to build a common dialect of the
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LISP AI language from a number of incompatible LISP dialects then in use.3 Although participants
considered what became known as the Common LISP (CL) project to be critical to future funding,
it was not itself directly funded nor did it have a specific deadline or even a defined membership.
The project ultimately lasted about two and a half years, and while the size of the group was never
defined, roughly 100 individuals participated at various points, with 17 individuals contributing
significantly. The work of this loosely linked group, which considered itself democratic and non-
hierarchical, was coordinated by one well-respected individual who, early in the project,
volunteered to coordinate the production of the CL manual that would be the group's ultimate
output. Members did most of their work on Common LISP remotely (via an e-mail distribution
list) and in addition to their regular job responsibilities.
Because the individuals involved had not previously existed as a task-oriented group, they
did not share any group-wide temporal structures. While each member of the group belonged to an
organization with its own temporal structures, these temporal structures varied by organization, and
thus were not common across the group. Consequently, when the coordinator issued a version of his
organization's LISP manual as the first draft of the Common LISP manual to get the project rolling,
and when other group members began discussions around various issues raised by the draft, they
were (implicitly or explicitly) shaping an emergent temporal structure that would subsequently shape
the actions of all CL members during much of the project. From this point on, the group enacted a
temporal structure characterized by open-ended project phases punctuated by the issuance of new
manual drafts. During the project, the coordinator issued six different draft editions of the manual,
generally paced by his sense of readiness rather than by specific dates. The group saw each draft
release as an opportunity for discussion of perceived gaps or problems and further proposals and
agreements, which in turn led to the next draft. Thus the primary temporal structure enacted by the
group was one based on these drafts as emergent project events.
Data and analysis for this study (see [cite suppressed]) consisted of quantitative and qualitative genre analysis of e-mail
messages distributed to a list, supplemented by interviews with several group members.
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Because the CL members were all part of a broader community of artificial intelligence
researchers, they took advantage of an additional temporal structure already existing in that broader
professional community, the annual meetings of the American Association for Artificial Intelligence
(AAAI). One of the two face-to-face CL meetings that took place during the two and one half
years of the project occurred around a previously scheduled AAAI meeting that brought many CL
participants together in a single location. Although the conference was not tied to particular task
needs of the CL group, CL members saw it as an opportunity to meet face-to-face, in spite of the
lack of specific project funding. The temporal structure of the professional meetings enabled as
well as constrained the CL group in its activities, enabling them to get together for a CL meeting in
conjunction with the professional meeting but constraining the timing for the meeting around that
determined by the AAAI. Indeed, the coordinator rushed to issue a manual draft in time for
members to read it before this face-to-face CL meeting, thus explicitly shaping the temporal
structure built around the manual drafts to coordinate with the temporal structure of the annual
professional meetings. Thus the CL group saw the opportunity afforded by the AAAI meeting as
given, but they shaped it to a particular CL purpose.
Over the course of the project, the primary temporal structure around drafts was also
modified to meet the group's perceived needs, sometimes implicitly and sometimes explicitly.
Relatively early in the project, for example, participants began debating the use of the symbol
"NIL" in the LISP language. After an intense debate lasting one and one half months, one faction
of key players finally agreed to compromise their position. This compromise was followed by a
drop-off in communicative activity on the list for over a month, then a gradual resumption of
activity that picked up in pace only with the issuance of another version of the manual. When asked
about this hiatus, one key member noted that "decompression from this debate was the essential
cause." The CL members seem to have implicitly adjusted their temporal structure around this
"NIL incident," collectively pausing to recover from a contentious episode.
In contrast, the coordinator's introduction of electronic balloting explicitly shaped a new
temporal structure for the group. The primary temporal structure around successive manual drafts
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often led to extended electronic discussions of particular issues without resolution. The coordinator
initiated the first use of electronic balloting well into the project, when he saw that a large number of
undecided issues and proposals had accumulated since the second face-to-face meeting and felt that
some resolution was needed to move the process forward. He hoped to synchronize the group's
deliberations, creating an opportunity for achieving resolution on as many as possible of the
outstanding issues and identifying those that required further discussion. To do so, he introduced an
electronic form of voting, based on the voting procedure used in face-to-face meetings. The six
iterations of electronic balloting paced activities during the final year of the project.
Balloting was accomplished through the enactment of three sequential and interdependent
types of messages: the ballot questionnaire, the ballot responses, and the ballot results. The balloting
process incorporated an internal, deadline-based structure, a type of temporal structure not
previously evident in the CL group's practices. In the first ballot questionnaire, the coordinator set a
specific date and time by which ballot responses had to be received to be counted, a chronologically
specified deadline which he used to push the group towards agreement on endlessly debatable
issues. The group's acceptance of this deadline and those in subsequent ballot questionnaires, as
revealed in their actual practices, resulted in the establishment of a new temporal structure within the
project. The establishment of balloting increased the rate of decision-making and was an early
indicator of a general speeding up of the project tempo and of a move towards deadline-based
temporal structures that occurred in the latter part of the project.
This later shift was triggered by a second hiatus in the electronic conversation attributed to
the coordinator's change in jobs and his shift of focus away from the project as he made the
transition to a new organization. Unlike the first hiatus, which began and ended implicitly, this
hiatus was explicitly identified as problematic by those CL participants involved in their own
organizations' LISP implementations, long and expensive product development efforts involving
many players and having their own deadlines. Because the DOD's demand meant that any new
LISP implementations had to use the new CL language, the various organizations' implementation
schedules began to exert considerable temporal pressure on certain CL participants to complete the
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CL project. To end the hiatus, one influential member took over some of the coordinator's CL
responsibilities, designating himself the discussion moderator. As moderator, he proactively pushed
the last stages of the project, for example, in a ballot results message cautioning against attempts to
revisit any of the points he had designated as decided. In this division of responsibilities and in the
subsequent acceleration of activity, we see the group incorporating a deadline-oriented structure
within its dominant draft-based structure.
Near the end of the project, with LISP implementation deadlines looming for several
members of the group, the coordinator re-entered the electronic discussion to alter the group's
temporal structure yet again. On June 9, 1983 he sent a message in which he nominated Flag Day
(June 14) as the final date by which changes to the CL language would be accepted:
We have to choose a cutoff date, and now seems to be a good time. I propose to give yet
another meaning to "Flag Day" ... After that point (23:59 on June 14, 1983) I propose to
terminate "elective" changes to the Common LISP manual.
In this message he rhetorically shaped an opportunity. Although he revealed that his choice of June
14 was arbitrary, he designated it in precise clock time and rhetorically shaped it into a significant
event in the project, changing the open-ended temporal structure previously enacted. To signal the
arrival of this deadline, the coordinator sent out a message at midnight (00:00) on June 15, with a
subject line that mimicked a clock striking twelve: "BONG BONG BONG BONG BONG BONG
BONG BONG BONG BONG BONG BONG." In the message, he stated explicitly that "The
window for technical changes to the first edition of the Common LISP manual has been *closed*."
Indeed, the flow of traffic on the CL list fell off quite significantly after that date.
In this discussion, we have seen how members of the CL group enacted multiple temporal
structures that shaped and were shaped by them over the course of the project. The shaping
occurred sometimes explicitly, through the rhetorical skill of the coordinator in creating an
opportunity (as when he introduced the ballot genre system and designated the Flag Day deadline)
and sometimes implicitly (as in the NIL incident). In some cases, the opportunity was taken as
given, but was explicitly shaped to a particular purpose (as in the face-to-face meeting scheduled
around the annual AAAI meeting).
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In addition to the basic structural duality of shaping and shaped by, the enacted temporal
structures may also be seen as exemplifying other temporal oppositions. This project demonstrates
the interplay possible between event-based and clock-based temporal structures. The CL group was a
loosely structured group of members who belonged to different organizations with different temporal
structures, and their project had no pre-defined deadlines and no managerial hierarchy. Thus it is not
surprising that the CL group established (almost by default) a loose, event-based temporal structure
around the issuance of manual drafts, and only moved to more clock-based structures towards the
end of the project, under pressure from deadlines within the members' individual organizations.
What we saw in their practices, however, was not simply a change from event-based to clock-
based, but in some instances an interplay between and blurring of the two types. For example, the
CL group shaped the AAAI's annual meeting into a project event - an opportunity for a face-to-face
meeting. Thus from the point of view of the AAAI the structure was clock-based, while from the
point of view of the CL group it was event-based. Another case of blurring occurred around the
electronic ballots, which were project events within which clock-based deadlines were embedded.
Finally, the actions of the CL coordinator around Flag Day created an event out of an arbitrarily
chosen but precisely defined clock-based deadline. In these cases, we see that it is possible for
groups to enact temporal structures that are simultaneously clock- and event-based.
Some of these examples of blurring between event-based and clock-based structures also
demonstrate the interplay and potential blurring between open-ended and closed temporal structures.
Looking at the project as a whole, we see a shift from the early, open-ended temporal structure to an
increasingly closed, deadline-bound process by the end. But we also see that the actions of
individuals established the deadlines and other individual actions could easily have undercut them.
The clock-based deadlines nested within the balloting events were clearly created by the ballot initiator
and only had an effect because the other members of the group chose to accept the stated deadline, in
essence ratifying it. Similarly, near the end of the project, when the coordinator stated that "We have
to choose a cutoff date, and now seems to be a good time," he was initiating a change from open-
ended to closed, which had to be (and was) accepted by the other members to have any effect.
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We also see interplay between cyclic and linear temporal structures. While the closure
achieved on Flag Day seems to point to a linear, rather than cyclic, temporal structure, very shortly
thereafter another CL member pointed out that the group could start looking to the next CL manual:
A bunch of things were put off without decisions or were patched over in the effort to get
agreement on the first edition. ... However, it is perhaps not too soon to begin thinking about
what major additions/changes we want to get into the second edition, so that those who
want to make proposals can begin preparing them and so that people can make their plans
in light of what is likely to be coming.
Thus he turned what had, until that point, been framed as a linear process into a cyclic one. We
also see the interplay between cyclic and linear temporal structures in the CL meeting scheduled
around one of the AAAI meetings. From the point of view of the AAAI, the annual meeting
structure was cyclic, while the meeting held by the CL group in conjunction with one of these
annual meetings was part of a linear project structure. A given individual who belonged to AAAI
and was a member of the CL group might view the structure differently at different times,
depending on whether that individual was considering it from the AAAI or the CL point of view.
The CL group's activities also provide examples of more universal and more particular
temporal structures, including instances in which both were enacted simultaneously. The
electronic mail messages exchanged over the e-mail list displayed in their headings the precise time
of the message, automatically recorded and expressed in the most universalistic, quantified terms,
in a 24-hour clock with the time zone indicated: "Date: Monday, 26 July 1982, 14:07-EDT."
Perhaps implicitly influenced by this type of heading, the CL coordinator expressed deadlines in
similarly universal terms, even though all the members of CL were within the U.S. For example,
for Flag Day he parenthetically specified the deadline as "(23:59 on June 14, 1983)." At the same
time, he took a national (but not international) holiday indicated on his own calendar, Flag Day,
and gave it an even more particularistic meaning, one specific to the CL group itself. Thus that
deadline, signaled by the 12 "Bongs" of the coordinator's subject line, was expressed in both
universalistic and particularistic terms. Less dramatically, we see that the CL group took the
annual meeting time of the professional association (already relatively particular) and gave it an
even more particular meaning to a smaller group. Again, as in the case of cyclic and linear
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temporal structures, individuals might focus on the more particular or more universal meaning
depending on the context and their point of view.
Finally, the geographically and organizationally dispersed CL project group was clearly
operating under dominant conditions of temporal asymmetry -- that is, members did not share a
temporal structure for their actions. Indeed, the open-ended, ongoing electronic discussion
proceeded asynchronously via e-mail, clearly exemplifying temporal asymmetry. The two face-to-
face meetings accomplished some of the temporal symmetry necessary to complete the project. As
the group moved from the open-ended, event-based temporal structures of much of the project to
the closed, clock-based structures of the final months, the coordinator and facilitator each
introduced additional mechanisms intended to synchronize group members' activities -- the ballot
deadlines and the Flag Day deadline. Devices such as the midnight time stamp and twelve "Bongs"
in the subject line of the coordinator's deadline announcement were intended to create the effect of
temporal symmetry, of sharing a moment, even though individual group members clearly read the
message at different moments. This message was a mechanism of what we might term virtual
temporal symmetry. Together with the two face-to-face meetings, such mechanisms created
adequate temporal symmetry to support the completion of the project.
Thus the CL group enacted a variety of temporal structures during the project. These
examples also demonstrate how such enacted structures blur and break down apparent oppositions
in practice. Now let us look at another example.
Japanese R&D Project Group
Our second example is drawn from our studies of a newly formed R&D product
development team in a Japanese high tech firm.4 The product development team for the Acorn
product was composed of 150 individuals (software and hardware engineers and administrators)
and divided into six subteams occupying two adjacent buildings. A small group of young software
4 Data and analysis for the original study (see [cites suppressed]) included systematic qualitative analysis of electronic mail
messages, qualitative and quantitative genre analysis of newsgroup messages, and interviews. All names, including the
name of the product, have been disguised.
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engineers volunteered to support the electronic network used by the team. They were officially
constituted by the project managers as the Network Administration Group of Acorn (NAGA) and a
small amount of their time was allocated to this duty.
Desiring to go beyond network support and to improve communication within the team more
broadly, NAGA members introduced a Usenet-based computer conferencing news system composed
of hierarchically organized newsgroups. As part of this introduction, they educated team members
and managers about the news system and its potential role in the project. Using this non-directive
approach, they shaped an opportunity for its introduction by building general support for the news
system as an official project medium and convincing managers to make it the sanctioned medium for
official announcements to the entire team. Two newsgroups, designated as mandatory, were
established specifically to carry such announcements. NAGA members supported the network and
oversaw the news system throughout the 17-month life of the project.
The Acorn project team, unlike the CL group, was part of a single organization that shared
some temporal structures, including the structure of the Japanese work calendar, evident in the
complete breaks in news system communication that occurred during holidays, and the structure of
the work day at this firm, which included a 30-minute lunchtime meeting every day, when
ceremonial activities (such as singing the company song) occurred and official announcements were
made. These daily meetings and announcements were part of an existing, well-institutionalized
temporal structure that shaped the actions of firm members, yet NAGA's actions in establishing the
news system as the official project communication medium altered aspects of this structure. NAGA
created an opportunity for change by arguing that making the news system the primary medium of
official announcements would allow even those absent from the R&D lab on a specific day to access
any official announcements while greatly shortening the daily meetings. When project managers
accepted this argument, they issued a mandate (reinforced by NAGA's guidelines and enacted by the
entire R&D project team) that required team members to read the two newsgroups containing official
announcements every morning. NAGA, with explicit support from the managers and implicit
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support from the other team members, thus modified the team's temporal structure as it related to
daily announcements.
Although announcements were still made and received daily, and thus their frequency did not
change, the shift from oral announcements made to the whole team simultaneously to asynchronous
written announcements was a significant change in practice within a firm culture that had adhered to
its old practice for decades. The new practice around daily announcements documented the
announcements and enabled the inclusion of individuals who could not be in the office for the daily
meeting on a given day, but it also constrained the ability of the management to observe and
immediately respond to team reaction to an announcement. Consequently, team members often
posted their questions about an announcement to the newsgroup for official announcements, creating
ambiguities about what belonged in the mandatory newsgroups and where in the news system
members should post questions or conduct discussions concerning an announcement.
In other instances, NAGA and project members reinforced or minimally adjusted some
existing temporal structures. For example, traditionally when members of the project traveled to a
conference or professional meeting, they wrote a trip report to document and share what they had
learned with their manager. These reports continued to be printed out and handed to the manager
on paper. However, NAGA shaped an opportunity to broaden group communication by creating a
reports5 newsgroup on the news system, and asking members to post reports to that newsgroup so
other project members could also learn from them. Thus team members reached a broader audience
at the same time that they reinforced an existing temporal structure. The use of the newsgroup
headlines, established to allow electronic announcements of the arrival of relevant publications,
altered but did not fundamentally change another existing temporal structure. Both before and after
the headlines newsgroup was established, the individual in charge of incoming publications
communicated their arrival to project members asynchronously - originally by circulating the
journal or book with a routing slip (a several-day process), and later by posting a message in
headlines (in theory available to everyone at once, but in a non-mandatory newsgroup which might
5 We use italics to designate the names of newsgroups.
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be accessed with different frequency by different project members). This adjustment had the
potential to increase the speed of diffusion of the new publications, although in practice the speed
of diffusion depended on how frequently individuals accessed the headlines newsgroup. Indeed,
this shift created the potential for some individuals never to become aware of a new publication..
During the R&D project NAGA enacted two different temporal structures in responding to
user requests and to discerned problems and opportunities. First, like the firm-wide network support
organization whose function NAGA had taken over within the project group, NAGA responded
promptly to some requests, showing the shaping influence of such events on their actions. For
example, NAGA responded promptly to a direct request that they create a newsgroup for announcing
and discussing company union matters. They also adjusted the definition of "official"
announcements as soon as they perceived over-use of these mandatory newsgroups. In such actions,
NAGA reinforced an existing temporal structure that shaped their actions-rapid response.
Early on, however, NAGA decided to go beyond this reactive role by operating proactively
to shape and improve communication within the project. After initially establishing the news system,
NAGA avoided constant change by batching as many as possible of the subsequent changes into two
large change episodes, thus establishing a second and new temporal structure for modifying the
news system. During these change episodes, for example, they restructured the hierarchical array of
newsgroups, changed the rules for use of official newsgroups, and added new newsgroups. This
periodic batching allowed NAGA members to shape their opportunity by assessing potential changes
and then instituting several together to increase visibility and minimize disruption. The first change
episode was framed as a one-time event to institute a number of changes that had been saved up and
grouped together, but in introducing the second episode, NAGA shaped a recurrent opportunity by
announcing its new belief that the news system configuration and rules should not be fixed and
permanent but context-specific, changing as needed.
During the first change episode, NAGA members explicitly changed a temporal structure
based on a feature embedded in the news system software. The software as adopted from the
Usenet system had a built-in cycle that purged materials once they had been posted for three
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months. NAGA did not explicitly consider this feature until after the initial three months of team
use, when materials began to be eliminated. At that point, NAGA and others explicitly considered
this feature and realized that accepting it as the basis for a temporal structure posed serious
problems for a relatively small number of posted documents with a longer life span than three
months. As software engineers, NAGA members were capable of altering this automatic feature.
Moreover, in NAGA's administrative capacity, the group chose to create only a few archival
newsgroups without automatic purging, and to designate a human moderator for each to determine
what documents appeared in these newly created archival newsgroups and how long they stayed.
Thus in their communicative actions within and around the news system, members of NAGA
and the R&D project team enacted a variety of temporal structures to guide its project activities. In
some cases (e.g., the trip reports and the announcements of the arrival of new magazines or books)
their actions were shaped by existing routines and temporal structures imported implicitly into the
news system. In other cases, NAGA and project members explicitly shaped existing or new temporal
practices (e.g., the movement of project announcements from the lunch-time meetings to the news
system and the creation of archival newsgroups without automatic, clock-based purge cycles).
In the creation and use of archival newsgroups, the Japanese R&D team can be seen to have
enacted both universal and particular temporal structures in its activities. That is, in its decision to
alter the purge cycle for some of the newsgroups, NAGA modified the universal temporal structure
(associated with the general news system conferencing technology introduced into the Acorn
project), thus particularizing it and making it more appropriate to the local requirements of the R&D
team. NAGA chose to retain the universal temporal structure of the technology for most of the
newsgroups, however, finding that structure consistent with its particular needs.
As in the CL example, the R&D project group also enacted both event-based and clock-
based temporal structures in their work. Because the project group consisted of employees from
the same, largely hierarchical firm, they were already "socially entrained" to many of the same
event-based (e.g., for trip reports) and clock-based (e.g., for daily announcements) temporal
structures. We can see that this distinction between event- and clock-based structures broke down
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in practice, as when NAGA created the archival newsgroups by eliminating the clock-based purge
cycle from them. This creation of archival newsgroups also changed the built-in cyclic temporal
structure in the news system to a linear one in these newsgroups. This potential blurring in
practice between cyclic and linear temporal structures appears more strikingly in NAGA's two
change episodes. Here, we see that what appears to NAGA to be linear at one point in time (the
original change episode, seen as a one-time event that initiated several needed changes in a batch)
was redefined as cyclic when it was enacted again (the second change episode, which is defined as
one of a series of periodic changes). A pattern that is clearly cyclic from our point of view as
observers appears either linear or cyclic to NAGA members, depending on the point in time.
The R&D team also demonstrated some interesting aspects of temporal symmetry. Before the
news system was introduced, the lunch-time meetings with announcements achieved temporal
symmetry for a thirty-minute period. Thus the shift of official announcements from the daily lunch
meetings to the mandatory official newsgroups, with the reduction of the now exclusively ceremonial
lunch-time meetings to about five minutes, was a noticeable change in a long-established, firm-wide
practice, as enacted in this particular R&D team. Nevertheless, the requirement that each team
member access the two newsgroups with official announcements every morning did not alter the
normal frequency with which individuals received announcements (allowing, of course, for
slippages in actual practice), and it allowed the inclusion of members not in the office on a given day.
Arguably, the shift of official announcements from a synchronous group meeting to asynchronous
written communication in this collocated group replaced extended face-to-face temporal symmetry
with a more inclusive virtual symmetry of its own among the team members.
Implications of an Enacted Perspective on Time
The illustrations of temporal structures in use provided above show that an enacted
perspective focuses attention on how members of a community constitute, both explicitly and
implicitly, a variety of temporal structures in their everyday practices, and examines what the
consequences of using such temporal structures are for the rhythm and form of organizational
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activities. By recognizing the enacted nature of temporal structures, we can shift the inquiry from
seeking to identify what temporal pattern governs a particular activity, to examining how, why,
when, and by whom a certain temporal structure is established for a particular activity, and how,
why, when, and by whom it is sustained, reinforced, or modified in practice.
The illustrations show both the influence of existing, often reified temporal structures in
shaping human action, but also and at the same time, the role of actors in shaping and reshaping
these and other structures. By embracing this temporal duality, the enacted perspective on time
reconciles the long-standing conceptual opposition between objective and subjective views of time.
The reconciliation occurs through seeing that time in organizations is always time in use, and that
even though some temporal structures may appear objective, given, or simply chronological, they
are nevertheless socially constituted by people as they use them to interpret and guide their ongoing
actions and to create new opportunities.
The illustrations also show that people in their everyday action enact a number of different
temporal structures. As Clark (1985) has noted, organizations experience a plurality of times rather
than a singular or unitary time. An enacted perspective examines the multiple temporal structures
constituted (often concurrently) by members of a community, how these interact, and whether they
are overlapping, complementary, or contradictory. In our examples, members of both the CL
project and the Japanese R&D project enacted not just one temporal structure, but a variety of
temporal structures for different purposes. For example, the CL group established one temporal
structure based on the releases of the manual drafts and another on its annual professional meeting
cycle. Indeed, the coordinator had to adjust the draft-based structure to avoid a temporal clash,
rushing to issue a manual draft in time for the upcoming meeting. By examining the varied set or
repertoire (Clark, 1990) of temporal structures being used within a community, we can understand
the variety of ways in which people's action both influences, as it is influenced by, the different
times of their lives.
The enactment of multiple temporal structures by members of a community shows how
some temporal symmetry may be achieved, even in modern organizations that lack the full temporal
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symmetry of prisoners or of Zerubavel's (1981) Benedictine monks. For example, the Japanese
firm's daily lunchtime meetings and the CL group's two face-to-face meetings illustrate the use of
conventional mechanisms for achieving temporal symmetry, at least for the duration of the face-to-
face meetings. In the absence of such synchronous assembly, other mechanisms -- such as the
precisely established and reinforced deadlines of the CL group or the mandatory morning access of
official newsgroups by R&D members -- show how a form of virtual temporal symmetry may be
achieved even within diverse and distributed communities.
The focus on temporal structures, rather than on time per se, allows us to see how these
structures, like other social structures, both constrain and enable organizational action. For example,
the temporal structure enacted through the balloting activity of the CL group shows that members, in
returning their ballots at the specified deadline, were constrained in the amount of time they had to
consider and cast their votes. However, the deadlines on the balloting activity also enabled a
collective sense of the issues to emerge within a relatively short period of time. The timetables,
schedules, seasons, and calendars we use as part of our everyday activity constrain us as we adapt
our activities to fit with them, but they also enable us to coordinate, organize, synchronize, and
orient our activities. Temporal structures, thus, provide a socially-recognized and shared set of
norms and resources for structuring and making sense of organizational (and personal) life.
The illustrations further highlight how temporal structures are established, reinforced, and
changed through both implicit and explicit action. For example, NAGA's actions explicitly
established as well as modified some of the temporal structures that were in use within the R&D
project group. Rhetorical and persuasive skill on the part of NAGA members contributed to project
members' acceptance of both new and changed temporal structures. In contrast to this active and
explicit shaping, the CL members implicitly adjusted their temporal structure to ease project
tensions that had arisen around the NIL incident. Thus, both explicit and implicit action may lead
to new or modified temporal structures being constituted if such action is ratified and continued by
other members of the community.
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The illustrations of the enacted perspective also allow us to recognize that many of the
temporal oppositions common in the empirical literature on time are, in fact, not dichotomies but
temporal dualities, two sides of the same coin. In particular, the following dualities were evident in
our empirical examples:
Temporal structures can be universal and particular. In spite of the general movement from
particular towards universal notions of time, we can see that in practice, members of a community
ultimately have to enact situated temporal structures. Thus, in use, all universal temporal structures
must be particularized to the local context of the community. For example, in the CL group, while
Flag Day was expressed in very universal terms, it became meaningful to the CL members only
when it was enacted as a particular deadline for their group activities.
Temporal structures can be both clock-based and event-based. In practice, the designation of
clock-based or event-based times as discrete and separate temporal structures often breaks down.
Because both are human accomplishments enacted through everyday action, people routinely blur
the distinctions between the clock and events, organizing their activities in terms of both clock
time and event time. Our discussions of Flag Day in the CL group and of the archival
newsgroups in the R&D group, for example, demonstrate that event-based and clock-based
temporal structures are usually overlapping and interacting.
Temporal structures can be cyclic and linear. The cyclic aspects of temporal structures have often
been overlooked for an emphasis on linearity, as the entrainment literature has noted. Our examples
demonstrate, however, that the distinction between cyclic and linear blurs in practice. NAGA's
shift from labeling its first change episode as a one-time event to its labeling of the second change
episode as one in an ongoing series highlights the importance of the point of view and point in time
to labeling something as cyclic. In particular cases, simply shifting the vantage point of the
observer (e.g., from the corporate suite to the factory floor or the customer site) may make either
the cyclic or the linear aspect more salient, suggesting that attention to both aspects will yield a
deeper understanding of the temporal rhythm being enacted.
Temporal structures can be closed and open-ended. Dubinskas (1998b) argues that different
groups have a dominant temporal orientation, either open-ended (e.g., scientists) or closed (e.g.,
managers). In contrast, our examples and the enacted perspective suggest that temporal orientation
is not a characteristic of groups, but of the temporal structures they enact. For example, during
most of the CL project, members enacted open-ended temporal structures. Towards the end of the
project, however, they shifted to more deadline-oriented, closed temporal structures in response to
implementation pressure from within their organizations. Thus, individuals and groups are not
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restricted to either closed or open-ended temporal structures; rather, they can and do enact both
closed and open-ended temporal structures depending on the activity at hand.
Our empirical examples, along with the enacted conception of time, reveal these four pairs of temporal
characteristics, often treated in the literature as dichotomies, to be false dichotomies. Even though one
or other of the temporal aspects - for example, clock based or linear time -- may appear to be
particularly dominant in certain situations, such one-sidedness is not an inherent temporal
characteristic. It merely reflects the particular temporal structure being enacted at that moment. Because
people shift, change, and overlap the temporal structures they enact in practice, the apparently
dominant characteristic may soon be undermined, and the temporal duality made visible.
Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed an enacted perspective on time that helps to overcome the
oppositions, common in the literature, between time as objective and time as subjective. Grounding
a view of time in social practices allows us to incorporate the temporal richness that we have
observed empirically and that we experience personally. In this perspective, we have
conceptualized time as socially enacted in everyday practices, and have focused on temporal
structures that individuals in organizations constitute in their daily actions. These actions may
reinforce, adjust, or change existing temporal structures, as well as introduce new ones. This
practice-based perspective highlights the human role in shaping as well as being shaped by time.
This perspective adds to the recent resurgence of research on time by emphasizing the
importance of what people do in their day-to-day practices. It highlights some points that remain
latent in the organizational literature. With regard to Gersick's rich empirical studies (1988, 1989,
1994), for example, by explicitly acknowledging the role of individuals' ongoing actions in enacting
existing temporal structures (whether clock-based or event-based), this view also acknowledges the
ability of these actors to act otherwise, and thus to enact other temporal structures. Moreover, it
makes clear the ability of these individuals to enact multiple, often overlapping or conflicting,
temporal structures in their everyday actions, so that they may enact clock-based and event-based
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structures simultaneously, as well as enact additional, not yet identified structures. With relation to
entrainment (Ancona and Chong, 1996; Clark, 1990; McGrath, 1990), this perspective suggests that
researchers who seek the mechanisms of social entrainment should look towards the ongoing actions
of individuals that establish and reinforce the temporal structures that are being "captured" (or, for
that matter, the reified structures that are "capturing" them).
An enacted perspective on time also helps us interpret and even guide contemporary
organizational practices around time. For example, in an attempt to retain skilled employees in a
booming economy, large corporations are adopting rhetoric about moving from the clock-based
rhythm of a regular 9 to 5 working day to a more flexible one designed to reduce the conflicts with
other temporal schedules such as family day care and school schedules. Ongoing enactment of such
temporal structures, however, involves changing the structure and rhythm of the work day, a change
that requires more than just rhetoric. As a number of scholars have noted, going beyond a relatively
limited alteration of the workday rhythm is difficult without fundamentally change (Bailyn, 1993;
Perlow, 1997). Corporate executives need to understand how current incentives and norms reinforce
the existing temporal structure, and to consider how they can change the constraints to encourage
individuals to enact multiple temporal structures. For example, managers might examine their
assumptions about and mechanisms for achieving temporal symmetry and recognize that face-to-face
meetings are not the only way to coordinate activities.
This enacted perspective on time highlights not just the effects on us of the temporal
structures that we constitute in our everyday action, but also our potential to change these
stabilized-for-now structures. It helps us to interpret, for example, Roy's (1960) rich data showing
that workers in one firm punctuated a monotonous twelve-hour workday with various occasions or
"times" for engaging in social interaction, such as "banana time," "window time," "coke time,"
"pick-up time," and so on. From the enacted perspective, we can see that the workers had made
their days tolerable by creating an event-based temporal structure superimposed on the existing
clock-based temporal structure, punctuating what had been perceived as a homogeneous stream of
seemingly endless hours with social events. In another example, we can see explicit and skillful
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manipulation of temporal structures to achieve social change. In the 1946 convention of the Young
Women's Christian Association (YWCA), when delegates were considering a proposed, and at the
time controversial, interracial charter, keynote speaker Dr. Benjamin Mays, president of
Morehouse College, urged reluctant delegates to accept the proposed charter by highlighting their
ability to shape time, not simply to be shaped by it:
I hear you say that the time is not ripe. ... but if the time is not ripe, then it should be your
purpose to ripen the time.6
Delegates responded to his call, and the interracial charter was adopted by the convention.
Temporal reflexivity -- being aware of the human potential for reinforcing and altering
temporal structures - is essential if we wish to act with effect in our world. Bazerman (1994, p.
100) has stated that "Only by uncovering the pathways that guide our lives in certain directions can
we begin to identify the possibilities for new turns and the consequences of taking those turns." In
this paper, we proposed an enacted view of time that can help us identify how to shape new
pathways in the organizational world.
6 As recalled by Dorothy Height, chair of the National Council of Negro Women, in an interview on National Public
Radio's Morning Edition, February 27, 1998.
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